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Divine Nature. The question: " what is the object of
emanation ? ^ has been answered in various ways. There
are many possible reasons, but a kitten cannot understand
why a man spends his time reading a book instead of
running after a leaf on the ground, because the conscious-
ness of the kitten is not developed enough to read a book ;
and we are all nearer to the kitten than to God in one
sense, that is, in our comprehension of His nature. Still,
some say that the love of God wanted to bring to self-
consciousness many beings able to share His bliss and love ;
some say that Love desired to be loved. The Christians
say that it is to show forth His glory. The Sufi says :
u He was a hidden treasure and desired to be made mani-
fest." The Upanishat says: ts He willed: ' I will multiply.' "
The final answer seems to be that in the Universal, the
All, all universes, everything that was, is and can be, exist
eternally; but that in time and space, one or another
universe appears and then disappears.  * God' is the
manifested, the Saguna Brahman, or the Ishvara, the
Lord of a universe, and He gives objective existence, in
time and space, to part of that which ever is, in eternity.
What seems certain is that the object of man being here is
to unfold his capacities and to reflect the divine perfec-
tion—to reach is the measure of the stature of the Christ *\
Q. How is our solar system formed ?
Ans. At the earliest point of history that we can reach,
the opposites of spirit and matter, of life and form, are
already in full activity. What we commonly call force
and matter are in reality two varieties of spirit at different
stages in evolution. The ultimate root-matter as seen
at our level is what scientists call the sether of space ; in
Theosophical studies it is spoken of as KoUon, {the
emptiness ', the primordial negation of matter, because to

